This paper describes our participation in SemEval-2016 Task 5 for Subtask 1, Slot 2. The challenge demands to find domain specific target expressions on sentence level that refer to reviewed entities. The detection of target words is achieved by using word vectors and their grammatical dependency relationships to classify each word in a sentence into target or non-target. A heuristic based function then expands the classified target words to the whole target phrase. Our system achieved an F1 score of 56.816% for this task.
Introduction
Nowadays, modern technologies allow us to collect customer reviews and opinions in a way that changed the sheer amount of information available to us. For that matter the requirement to extract useful knowledge from this data rose up to a point where machine learning algorithms can help to accomplish this much faster and easier than humanly possible. Natural language processing (NLP) emerges as an interfacing tool between human natural language and many technical fields such as machine learning and information extraction.
This article describes our approach towards Opinion Target Expression (OTE) extraction as defined by Task 5 for Subtask 1, Slot 2 of the SemEval-2016 (Pontiki et al., 2016) challenge. The core goal behind Slot 2 in Subtask 1 of Task 5 is to extract consecutive words which, by means of a natural language, represent the opinion target expression. The opinion target expression is that part of a sentence which stands for the entity towards which an opinion is being expressed. An example could be the word "waitress" in the sentence "The waitress was very nice and courteous the entire evening.".
The evaluation for Slot 2 fell into evaluation phase A, where provided systems were tested in order to return a list of target expressions for each given sentence in a review text. Each target expression was an annotation composed of the index of the starting and end character of the particular expression as well as its corresponding character string.
For our system we decided to used word vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013b) . Word vectors (Bengio et al., 2003) are distributed representations which are designed to carry contextual information of words if their training meets certain criteria. We also used typed grammatical dependencies to extract structural information from sentences. Furthermore we used a sentiment parser to determine the polarity of words.
External Resources
Our system uses Stanford dependencies (Chen and Manning, 2014) and utilizes the Stanford Sentiment Treebank (Socher et al., 2013) for sentiment word detection.
System for Slot 2: Opinion Target Extraction
For the Opinion Target Extraction (OTE) task, in order to extract different features, we followed a supervised approach. We train and test different combinations of these features first at the word level and following on the provided training data 1 on sentence level before using our classifier for the final evaluation. There are two essential steps performed by our system to correctly annotate opinion target expressions.
1. Classify each word of a sentence as either target or non-target 2. Given each target word, find the full target phrase
For classification we use a L2-regularized L2-loss support vector dual classification 2 provided by the LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) library. In the second step we use heuristics, based on observations and statistical information we extracted from the training data. They key obversvation is that target expressions are usually composed of noun phrases and/or proper nouns. In all trials we allow only certain Part of Speech (PoS) tags for target words which are NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS and FW from the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) 
Features
In this section we describe the different set of features we evaluated and how they can be extracted.
Token
We obtain tokens by using the Stanford Parser and extract all tokens from the available reviews used for training. We are then able to use tokens as a feature for the classifier.
Word Vector Feature
As another feature for words we are using the pretrained word vectors of Google News dataset 3 . Each
Combined Typed Dependencies Feature
Using Stanford dependencies, we extract for each word in a sentence its typed dependencies to other words in the sentence. Given the sentence "Machine learning is fun!", the feature for "learning" is compound;nsubj which are the present relations for this word. We extract all typed dependency combinations from all provided words in the training set and use these in a Bag of Words (BoW) sparse vector model. In order to normalize this feature we order the relations alphabetically and remove duplicates. For example det;amod;amod gets normalized to amod;det.
Individual Typed Dependencies Feature
Another approach is to look at the dependencies individually. We use the set of present grammatical relations as feature vector and set corresponding fields to 1 if the word does own such a relation and 0 otherwise. We are testing the two possible options of directed and undirected dependencies to see if this additional information has an impact on the end result. A short overview of a textual representation of these features can be seen in Table 2 .
Undirected
In the undirected approach we extract the relations of each word from the data and use the resulting set of present relations as feature vector. From the training set we extracted 105 different undirected relations. Here the directional information of the grammatical dependency is lost.
Directed
For the directed approach we preserve the direction in terms of incoming or outgoing relations for each grammatical relation. As an example, the word "learning" from Figure 1 has an outgoing relation compound+ and an incoming relation nsubjwhere + depicts the outgoing relation and -the incoming respectively. This way we found 164 different relations in the training set.
Typed Dependency Features Directed Word
Feature no learning coumpund;subj; yes learning coumpund-;subj+; 
Sentimend Dependency Feature
For a given word we determine whether it has a grammatical relation to a sentiment word. A sentiment word is a word that can have a positive or negative meaning for example "breathtaking" in "The food was breathtaking!". We are not considering a directional approach which makes this a binary feature.
Results
This section describes the results we achieved on the restaurant domain of the SemEval-2016 aspect based sentiment analysis (ABSA) on Task 5, Slot 2. It also explains how we trained and tested our system only on the provided training data.
Word-Level Feature Evaluation
We determine how well our different features are performing by splitting the train data available and using 80% training and 20% test data. In Table 3 the performance on the target-word class of the individual features are shown depicting the performance of classifying single words as targets or non-targets. The results for the similarly token-based approach outperforms the other approaches. The weighted average for Token settles at 0.696 and very similar Token + combined typed dependencies at 0.697. None of the word vector approaches outperforms these two.
Testing Features
To test our features we use the same training/testing split of the SemEval-2016 training data and utilize it to train the classifier and run the SemEval-2016 evaluation tool respectively. In order to annotate the Opinion Target Expressions (OTE) our system first classifies single tokens of a sentence into target or non-target and further tries to complete the target expression. The completion of the target expression is heuristic based and looks at existing incoming or outgoing compound relations using Stanford dependencies (Chen and Manning, 2014) . Each compound relation is added to the target phrase and correspondingly extended. In Table 4 we can see the results for the evaluation. It shows that despite having a better result on word-level, the token-based approach falls behind the word vector approach. It is interesting to see, that adding the undirected grammatical relations as feature does not improve the F1 score but performs even worse than the pure w2v approach. However, taking directed dependencies into account does improve the results again. We can see that for directed dependencies the recall improves but in contradiction the precision declines resulting in a higher missclassification rate and thus in a lower F1 score than we were hoping to see.
Official Evaluation Results: Restaurant domain
Our submitted system is using the individual (directed) typed dependencies and the sentiment information combined with word vectors as features. The official results for participating unconstrained systems for Slot 2: Opinion Target Extraction can be seen in Table 5 . The table shows the F1-score for all participating unconstrained systems. Our system was able to outperform the baseline and a few others. Considering only unconstrained systems, Know-Center reached rank 6 out of 10 (excluding the baseline results). 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented our approach for SemEval-2016 Task 5 for Subtask 1, Slot 2 in order to introduce ourselves to this particular evaluation task. Our solution might have potential for improvement and might be able to reach a much better ranking than what it achieved in the course of this challenge. Therefore, we will continue our work by focusing on finding the correct target phrase annotation given one or more target words. A drawback of our solution is the heuristic based selection of the full target phrase and we are curious about how we can improve our results with more sophisticated techniques for target phrase labelling.
